Name :
Cottage N°

*****

Charaton Village
Bellicourt Jacques
Borrens street , 35
Brussel 1050 Belgium
(Approval :HK40231788)

Tel: 32 (0)2/647.24.75
web : http://www.charaton.be
Name , address et phone N°. of Owner :
N° ID :
Name, address and phone N°. of attending Vet :
- - Name, address and phone N°. of a person
through:
-Race, sex, age et color of the cat
Eating habits:
charactere :
Does the animal is being treated ? : yes - no
If yes, which ? Why? Is it contagious ? veterinary certificate
required. INVOICE :
Datein:
Price per day :

Date out:

=

days

€ X.............numberofdays = .................. €

Deposit :
€
Take and delivrery to homePrise:
Fees Veterinary :
Signature + « I have read and agree to
the terms of « Charaton »
(See conditions overleaf)

Bank account: CHARATON : BE73

7360 3207 7560

Communication: entry of the cat + name of the cat

CONTRACT OF HOLIDAY CENTRE

For this contract, we are committed to house and feed your pet in the best conditions.
In case the animal would not seem to be healthy or manifest behavioral problems, we should call
the vet immediately. The costs then would in all cases be your responsibility.
The "CHARATON" is under Veterinary Control, but it will be primarily uses YOUR
VETERINARY contractor in case of health problem.
However, if the presence of skin parasites (fleas, lice, ...) was found, treatment would be applied
on site, automatically, at the owner's expense.
The housing areas are individual. They all, bowls, scrapers, a tray
litter .... individual. Heating in winter, ventilation in summer and permanent background music.
These spaces are cleaned and disinfected daily, and all materials of "Vacation Center."
The rhythm of day and night is respected. The Centre is directly observed or permanent video.
Pets MUST be in possession of a vaccination updated and proving that they are protected against
panleukopenia (typhus), rhinotracheitis, feline leukemia (FeLV).
Reservations: The reservation will be effective only after payment of a deposit of 40 Euros
minimum (non-refundable). Upon confirmation, all days
Reserved will be recorded, even if the stay is shortened for any reason whatsoever.
Arrivals and departures will be made only by appointment .. The entry and exit days are counted.
Exceeded more than 15 days of the scheduled departure date, without justification, give us the
right to sue the owner for abandoning animal, place it in a refuge and to demand full payment of
the pension, supplemented with Any investment expenses.
We wish you a pleasant stay in peace.

Bank account: CHARATON: BE73 7360 3207 7560
Communication: entry of the cat + name of the cat

